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Main points

● Successful wildlife conservation depends on respecting property rights and making species an asset rather than a liability to private landowners.

● State conservation programs can tap the benefits of federalism while avoiding the conflict that frequently arises under federal programs.

● The Endangered Species Act could be better implemented to encourage effective and innovative state conservation by restoring Congress’ original design for the regulation of threatened species.

● To be sustainable, conservation funding should reflect the wide variety of interests that value wildlife, rather than relying too much on a single source.
Introduction

Thank you Chairman Carper and Ranking Member Capito for the invitation to participate in this committee’s consideration of the Recovering America’s Wildlife Act (RAWA). RAWA calls for significant federal investment in state conservation initiatives to recover endangered and threatened species and to conserve other wildlife species before they trigger listing under the Endangered Species Act. These are admirable goals, and I appreciate the opportunity to discuss how we can best pursue them.

It is important to understand RAWA in the broader context of federal and state conservation policies and what we’ve learned from the results of those policies. Today, I will focus on four principles that should be front of mind as this committee considers this legislation and the future of wildlife conservation. First, successful conservation begins by respecting private property rights and making wildlife an asset to private landowners rather than a liability to be avoided. Second, pursuing conservation through states can encourage innovation and accountability while avoiding the conflict that too often arises under federal policy. Third, Endangered Species Act policies may frustrate RAWA’s goal of encouraging effective state conservation programs. For example, Congress should consider how the Fish and Wildlife Service has undermined one of the Endangered Species Act’s key incentives for state conservation by issuing a rule that purports to overrule Congress’ decision to distinguish regulation of endangered and threatened species. This rule, which was recently repealed but the agency has expressed its intent to readopt, exacerbates conflict, eliminates a key incentive for recovery efforts, and undermines state conservation. And, finally, sustainable conservation depends on broadening funding sources beyond hunters and anglers to better reflect the wide variety of interests that value wildlife.

The Property and Environment Research Center

I am the vice president of law and policy with the Property and Environment Research Center (PERC), a conservation research institute based in Bozeman, Montana, and dedicated to improving environmental quality through property rights and markets. For four decades, PERC’s research has explored the critical role of private property, incentives, and innovation in successful conservation. It has emphasized the importance of making species an asset for landowners, rather than a
liability, and the dire consequences for wildlife when we get the incentives wrong.¹ And PERC has studied how policies can encourage collaboration between federal and state wildlife agencies, private landowners, and conservation organizations—or can create endless and counterproductive conflict.² In addition to research, PERC also puts its ideas into practice, by partnering with private landowners and conservation groups to develop innovative, voluntary strategies to advance conservation.³ Prior to joining PERC, I spent nearly ten years as an environmental attorney, including participation in significant litigation involving the Endangered Species Act. In that role, I saw firsthand how well-intentioned but misguided policies can encourage conflict at the expense of collaborative conservation.

I. Honor private property rights and support voluntary stewardship

Aldo Leopold famously remarked that “[c]onservation will ultimately boil down to rewarding the private landowner who conserves the public interest.” Perhaps nowhere is this more true than in the context of wildlife conservation.

Private lands play a central role in sustaining wildlife. In 2009, the Fish and Wildlife Service reported that approximately half of the species listed under the Endangered Species Act depend on private land for at least 80 percent of their habitat.⁴ But it’s not just endangered and threatened species that depend on the goodwill of private


landowners. The Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, which PERC calls home, has the longest intact migrations of elk, muledeer, and pronghorn. While 68 percent of the land in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem is public, the ecosystem’s prized elk spend up to 80 percent of their winters on private land, where snows are less deep, forage is more attainable, and conditions are more favorable. And, according to the Audubon Society, more than 80 percent of the grasslands and wetlands that provide essential bird habitat are in private ownership. There is simply no way to achieve conservation goals without working with private landowners.

That’s why PERC was pleased that the National Climate Task Force, in its recent “Conserving and Restoring America the Beautiful” report, included respect for private property rights as one of the “essential ingredients to building and maintaining broad support, enthusiasm, and trust” in conservation efforts. I fully agree with its observation that “[e]fforts to conserve and restore America’s lands and waters must respect the rights of private property owners. Such efforts must also build trust among all communities and stakeholders, including by recognizing and rewarding the voluntary conservation efforts of private landowners.”

Despite broad recognition that the goodwill and cooperation of private landowners is of central importance, our environmental policies do not always reflect this basic fact. Instead, too often, regulations make wildlife a liability for landowners to avoid, rather than an asset to conserve. Such regulations get the incentives backward and send a

---


6 See Patricia Gude, Andrew J. Hansen, and Danielle A. Jones, Biodiversity Consequences of Alternative Future Land Use Scenarios in Greater Yellowstone, 17 Ecological Apps. 1004 (2007).


10 See id.
strong signal to landowners not to conserve or restore habitat. Worse, they may even create perverse incentives, encouraging landowners to preemptively destroy habitat as the only way to avoid unwelcome and unfair burdens.

This phenomenon is perhaps best understood in the context of the Endangered Species Act, which can impose strict limits on private landowners who accommodate rare species or conserve their habitats.11 Studies have shown, for instance, that the statute’s “take” prohibition can encourage landowners to preemptively destroy habitat and avoid the regulatory consequences of a listed species’ potential presence.12 Likewise, “critical habitat” designations result in a so-called “stigma effect,” immediately lowering the value of designated land because prospective purchasers recognize the designation as a regulatory risk and lower their offers accordingly.13 Recent studies show that critical habitat designations can reduce land values by as much as 70 percent—a significant blow to landowners who may be relying on that land for their income, their retirement, or to send their kids to college.14 As a result of these perverse incentives, the evidence suggests that the Endangered Species Act has fared poorly at conserving habitat and encouraging restoration of habitat on private land.15

But this phenomenon is not limited to endangered and threatened species, nor to regulatory burdens. Often, wildlife impose other significant costs on landowners that they must account for when making decisions. As mentioned above, private ranches provide the vast majority of winter habitat for elk in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. But elk don’t always repay the kindness of these landowners. Elk compete

11 See Critical Habitat’s “Private Land Problem”, supra n.1; The Road to Recovery, supra n.1.


15 See Adam J. Eichenwald et al., U.S. Imperiled Species Are Most Vulnerable to Habitat Loss on Private Lands, 18 Frontiers Ecology & Env’t 439 (2020); Adler, supra n.1, at 6–31.
with cattle for forage, damage fences, attract predators, encourage illegal trespass by hunters, and bring disease risks. Consequently, a PERC survey of Paradise Valley landowners found that 85 percent of those in agriculture would like to see fewer elk and other wildlife on their property.

Reducing burdens and making wildlife an asset to private landowners, however, can avoid conflict and result in better conservation outcomes. Recently, PERC and the Greater Yellowstone Coalition (GYC) partnered with ranchers outside of Yellowstone National Park on Montana’s first elk occupancy agreement. Under the agreement, PERC and GYC paid for a fence that will keep elk and cattle separate, and thereby reduce disease risks and competition for forage, in exchange for the landowners managing nearly 500 acres of their land as winter range for elk. At a time when migration corridors in the area are increasingly under threat, creative tools like this show how we can voluntarily engage landowners in conservation while avoiding conflict.

I applaud Senator Heinrich, Senator Blunt, and RAWA’s other cosponsors for recognizing the importance of property rights and voluntary, collaborative conservation. Section 6, for instance, provides that funds cannot be conditioned on landowners providing public access to private lands, waters, or holdings. This makes sense. Requiring landowners to sacrifice their property rights as a condition of participating in conservation is only likely to alienate potential partners.

It may be helpful for the committee to incorporate broader protections for private property rights, rather than addressing access alone. The Blue Ribbon Panel report on which RAWA is based explained that the intent is to support “voluntary, non-regulatory measures that have been proven to prevent threatened and endangered
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species listings.” Incorporating this intent explicitly in the legislation may provide comfort to private landowners interested in participating in conservation programs who may otherwise fear that state wildlife conservation strategies may change or be implemented to include burdensome regulation. When conservation programs depend on the voluntary participation of landowners, those programs tend to be sensitive to the costs wildlife impose on landowners. They are, therefore, more likely to make wildlife an asset to landowners and to reward them for their role in conserving the public interest.

II. State conservation programs can tap the benefits of federalism while avoiding the conflict that frequently arises under federal programs

Focusing on state conservation programs can expand the benefits of federalism to wildlife conservation. Dispersing policy making decisions among 50 states rather than concentrating them in a single national regulator can promote accountability and innovation by tapping the states’ role as laboratories. If two states adopt different approaches to conserving the same species, monitoring the results can expand our understanding of what works and what doesn’t. But under a one-size-fits-all federal model with nothing to compare results to, accountability and reflection about why an effort succeeded or failed is more difficult.

Federalism also allows policies to benefit from local knowledge and to fit local conditions. Given the varied needs of wildlife species, ecosystems, landowners, and communities, federalism is particularly valuable for wildlife conservation. Thus, it makes sense to prioritize wildlife conservation through state initiative and innovation, rather than federal edict.

It also makes sense for another reason. Surveys show that state conservation initiatives enjoy far greater support among voters and landowners than do federal


programs. A 2020 nationwide survey by the Duke Nicolas Institute for Environmental Policy Solutions, for instance, found that 65 percent of rural voters prefer environmental issues to be resolved by state and local governments, compared to only 25 percent support for federal regulation.\textsuperscript{23} The survey found that urban and suburban voters similarly prefer state and local solutions.\textsuperscript{24}

This preference is also reflected in the extent to which landowners are willing to work with state or federal agencies. A survey of Utah landowners found that 84 percent were willing to partner with a state university and 63 percent willing to partner with the state wildlife agency.\textsuperscript{25} Only 50 percent, however, were willing to work with the Fish and Wildlife Service.\textsuperscript{26} A survey of North Carolina landowners shows a similar disparity between trust in state agencies and the Fish and Wildlife Service.\textsuperscript{27} Another survey of forest landowners suggests that such disparities are due to the sort of Endangered Species Act conflicts discussed above.\textsuperscript{28} That survey, like the others, found that landowners highly value conservation but are wary of partnering with the Fish and Wildlife Service. “The apparent contradiction between favorable views of wildlife conservation and negative views of endangered species conservation,” the authors explain, “may indicate the need for policy changes in the protection of listed species on private lands. These results point to a missed opportunity to capitalize on these landowners’ openness to wildlife conservation; attitudes toward the ESA may


\textsuperscript{24} See id. (62 percent preference for state and local solutions versus a 28 percent preference for federal regulation among urban and suburban voters).

\textsuperscript{25} See Megan E. Hansen et al., Cooperative Conservation: Determinants of Landowner Engagement in Conserving Endangered Species, Center for Growth and Opportunity at Utah State University, Policy Paper No. 2018.003 (2018).

\textsuperscript{26} See id.

\textsuperscript{27} See id.

improve if past regulatory conflicts are set aside in favor of new voluntary incentive programs.”

Distrust between the Fish and Wildlife Service and private landowners can have other conservation costs, too. Landowners may refuse access to their property or refuse to share information about the wildlife and other environmental values it contains for fear that the agency will use this information against them later. This can reduce our knowledge about wildlife, lead to ill-informed and errant regulatory decisions, and misallocate limited conservation resources. States can help mitigate this problem. A Texas program to conserve the dunes sagebrush lizard, for instance, was designed specifically to ensure that parcel-specific information given to the state would not be shared with the Fish and Wildlife Service to assuage landowners’ concerns about the federal agency’s potential use of such data.

III. Congress should ensure that the Endangered Species Act is implemented consistent with its original design to support the success of state conservation initiatives.

In considering RAWA’s proposed investment in state conservation strategies, this committee should be mindful of the relationship of state conservation efforts to existing federal policies, especially whether those policies are likely to enhance or undermine state engagement and innovation. Relevant here, the way in which the Endangered Species Act is implemented can significantly affect the flexibility states enjoy to pursue conservation and their incentives to do so.

---

29 See id.


Like most federal environmental laws, Congress intended the Endangered Species Act to contain a substantial cooperative-federalism component. The Endangered Species Act asserted federal authority over private and state lands and activities affecting listed species, but this was not a step taken lightly. Senator Tunney (D-CA), the bill’s Senate floor manager, described the Endangered Species Act’s take prohibition as an unfortunate but necessary measure to prevent extinction of endangered species. However, he explained the statute was written to “minimiz[e] use of the most stringent prohibitions.” Indeed, he continued, “prohibitions against taking must be absolutely enforced only for those species on the brink of extinction.”

The statute achieved this aim by limiting the take prohibition to endangered species. Congress also authorized the Secretary of the Interior to adopt regulations for a threatened species if “necessary and advisable” for the conservation of that species. However, there were two significant limitations on this authority. First, as the Senate report accompanying the Endangered Species Act emphasized, take could only be regulated on a species-by-species basis after an assessment of whether it was necessary and advisable for the conservation of “the particular threatened species.” Second, and more relevant here, federal regulations governing the take of threatened species were expected to require state approval as a means of encouraging state


36 Id.

37 Id. (emphasis added).

38 16 U.S.C. § 1538. See Take It to the Limit, supra n. 25, at 23–24.


conservation efforts.\textsuperscript{41} Section 6 of the Endangered Species Act requires the Fish and Wildlife Service to enter into cooperative agreements with any state that develops a program to conserve listed species if such program satisfies five criteria.\textsuperscript{42} If a state obtains a cooperative agreement under this provision, Section 4(d) provides that federal regulations governing take of threatened species apply “only to the extent that such regulations have also been adopted by such State.”\textsuperscript{43} By offering states this say over federal regulation, Senator Tunney explained, Congress wished to “encourage[]” states “to use their discretion to promote the recovery of threatened species” by developing their own innovative strategies.\textsuperscript{44}

This approach may sound foreign to anyone familiar with the actual implementation of the statute. This is because, soon after the statute was enacted, the Fish and Wildlife Service purported to reverse Congress’ decision to distinguish endangered and threatened species in this manner. Turning the statute’s text on its head, the service issued a rule, commonly known as the blanket 4(d) rule, prohibiting take of all threatened species (including any listed in the future) unless the agency later took steps to reduce regulation of a particular species.\textsuperscript{45} As a result, the cooperative federalism arrangement envisioned by Congress has not been realized.\textsuperscript{46}

This departure from Congress’ design has had two significant and unfortunate consequences. First, by broadly eliminating the distinction between endangered and threatened species, the blanket 4(d) rule undermined a key incentive for landowners to recover endangered species.\textsuperscript{47} Under the statute, regulatory restrictions are

\textsuperscript{41} 16 U.S.C. § 1533(d).

\textsuperscript{42} Id. § 1535(c).

\textsuperscript{43} Id. § 1533(d).

\textsuperscript{44} ESA Legislative History, \textit{supra} n.35, at 358.


\textsuperscript{46} \textit{See Temple Stoellinger, Wildlife Issues are Local—So Why Isn’t ESA Implementation?}, 44 Ecology Law Quarterly 681, 723 (2017).

\textsuperscript{47} \textit{See Road to Recovery, \textit{supra} n.1, at 14–15. See also Fish & Wildlife Serv., Regulations for Prohibitions to Threatened Wildlife and Plants, 84 Fed. Reg. 44,753, 44,755 (Aug. 26, 2019) (repealing the blanket 4(d) rule to “incentivize[]” landowners “to take actions that would improve the status of
supposed to decrease as species recover and tighten if they decline. This carrot and stick approach aligns the incentives of landowners with the interests of rare species.\footnote{See Road to Recovery, supra n.1, at 14–15.} The blanket 4(d) rule, however, generally makes landowners indifferent about a species’ status once the species is listed.\footnote{See id. See also 84 Fed. Reg. at 44,755.}

Second, the rule undermined incentives for states to develop innovative conservation programs and to secure cooperative agreements.\footnote{See, e.g., Swan View Coalition, Inc. v. Turner, 824 F. Supp. 923, 938 (D. Mont. 1992) (adopting the service’s argument that, notwithstanding Section 4(d)’s explicit state approval requirement, state programs are preempted to the extent they do not adopt the relevant 4(d) rule).} Instead of states developing comprehensive conservation programs in exchange for the power to approve species-specific 4(d) rules, the Fish and Wildlife Service has asserted broad authority over activities involving threatened species and limited states to designing species-specific programs in exchange for limited say over how federal regulations might be relaxed for the species.

Four decades of experience have shown the consequences of this approach: far too much conflict and too little conservation. While the Endangered Species Act has been successful in preventing extinction, the way it has been implemented has not succeeded in recovering and delisting species, a goal which has been met for only 3 percent of listed species.\footnote{See U.S. Fish & Wildlife Serv., Delisted Species, Envtl. Conservation Online Sys. (ECOS), \url{https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/report/species-delisted}. The Endangered Species Act leaves no doubt that its goal is the recovery and delisting of species. See 16 U.S.C. § 1532(3) (defining conservation as the steps taken to bring listed species “to the point at which the measures provided pursuant to this chapter are no longer necessary”).}

In 2019, the Fish and Wildlife Service repealed the blanket 4(d) rule, creating the possibility of a return to Congress' original design and the conservation incentives it presents. However, that reform may be short lived. Despite representing to courts
that this reform does not interfere with its ability to conserve listed species, the service has announced its intent to restore the blanket rule anyway.

This regulatory pendulum is relevant to today’s discussion because, if Congress is to invest significant sums in state conservation initiatives, it should ensure that those initiatives are set up to succeed. To the extent that implementation of the Endangered Species Act frustrates incentives for state conservation, that misalignment should be resolved.

For instance, this committee should consider the relationship between RAWA’s wildlife conservation strategies and ESA cooperative agreements. Do these strategies qualify as state conservation programs for purposes of a cooperative agreement? If so, should Congress’ approval and funding of those strategies entitle states to the benefits of a cooperative agreement? If not, what additional (potentially costly and time-consuming) hoops must states jump through to enjoy these benefits?

This also raises questions about the relationship between 4(d) rules, state efforts to recover endangered and threatened species, and the need to recognize and reward recovery efforts through the delisting process. Under the Endangered Species Act’s original design, primary regulatory authority moves in steps from the federal government to the states as a species recovers from endangered, to threatened, to delisted. And, in appropriate circumstances, the transfer may be made even more gradual by providing several intermediate steps while a species is listed as threatened. This gradual approach can reduce tensions and help to build trust among states, landowners, and conservationists.


54 See The Road to Recovery, supra n.1, at 15, 18–21.

Suppose, for instance, that the Fish and Wildlife Service had sought to encourage and reward state efforts to conserve grizzly bears by gradually ceding more and more authority to states as populations hit recovery benchmarks. Under this approach, states would have had an opportunity to demonstrate their ability to manage the species and to build trust with conservation interests concerned about backsliding. And the stakes of a delisting would have been relatively lower, since states would already have been exercising a significant, independent role by that point. Instead, there’s been more than a decade of conflict and litigation over grizzlies in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem and, despite being widely recognized as recovered, the population remains listed.

Such results risk discouraging state efforts to recover listed species by denying states and their partners a critical reward for successful efforts. That risk should particularly concern this committee, since the frequently expressed concern about species backsliding under state management has never materialized. No species has recovered and been successfully transferred to state management only to later have to be relisted. RAWA proposes that 15 percent of funds be used to recover endangered or threatened species, as well as candidates for listing. The success of such investments depend on a realistic path to recovery and delisting. Restoring the Endangered Species Act’s original design to encourage state conservation and incentivize recovery efforts would help lead to more conservation successes.

---
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IV. Conservation funding should reflect the wide variety of interests that value wildlife

Another principle Congress should consider is the need to broaden the base of support for conservation funding to reflect the full range of interests that value wildlife and to enhance accountability. Too often, conservation funding is dependent on only a single source and is vulnerable to changing economic and cultural conditions.

Hunters and anglers currently fund a significant portion of wildlife conservation at the state level through user fees and excise taxes. The collective annual budgets of state fish and wildlife agencies exceed $5 billion, and more than half of that funding comes from sources related to hunting and fishing.61 The largest portion is revenue from state sales of hunting and fishing licenses, which amounts to nearly $1.7 billion.62 (The second-largest portion is federal matching funds from an excise tax on firearms, ammunition, fishing tackle, and related items.)63

Asking hunters and anglers to contribute to the conservation of game species and other wildlife they value makes sense. And it can promote accountability, by making sportsmen feel invested in the results of programs they help fund. But sportsmen are not the only people who value wildlife conservation or who impact wildlife and its habitat.64 Encouraging states to broaden their approach to include other interests


will make funding more sustainable, especially if the share of the adult population that engages in hunting and fishing continues to decline.\textsuperscript{65}

Interest in outdoor recreation and other means of experiencing wildlife are on the rise. Prior to the covid pandemic, the Bureau of Economic Analysis reported that outdoor recreation accounted for $459.8 billion in economic activity in 2019.\textsuperscript{66} Thus, there is substantial potential for other outdoor users to contribute to wildlife conservation.

In fact, revenues from recreation fees have become a significant share of some national park budgets in recent years due to increased visitation, implementation of new fees, and increases of existing fees. In total, fee revenues have risen by 40 percent over the past five years, from $316 million to $442 million.\textsuperscript{67} About 70 percent of all fee revenue is generated by the National Park Service, while the Forest Service generates another 22 percent of the total.\textsuperscript{68} Under the Federal Lands Recreation Enhancement Act, many federal sites that collect fees can retain 80 percent of the revenue to maintain and improve sites.\textsuperscript{69} As with the use of hunting fees to fund conservation of game species, recreation fees can increase accountability by incentivizing land managers to respond to users’ needs. While funding systems for state parks vary widely across the country, park users provide virtually all funding in several states, and many states rely on users for a significant portion of overall state park funding.\textsuperscript{70}

\textsuperscript{65} See \textit{How We Pay to Play}, supra n.55, at 25.
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\textsuperscript{69} See \textit{id}.

\textsuperscript{70} See \textit{How We Pay to Play}, supra n.55, at 23.
Another way to expand sources of conservation funding while increasing accountability is to give contributors more choice about how their money is spent. This would encourage those who help fund conservation to be informed about the aims and results of different programs. States have already experimented with this model for many species. California, for instance, has a voluntary program for taxpayers to contribute to the state’s sea otter recovery program. In the long run, having those who care most about wildlife approach conservation programs from the perspective of an investor is likely to contribute significantly to the success of such programs.

Section 7 of RAWA requires a state match to receive federal funds and identifies several categories of funds that states can use, including hunting and fishing license fees. It’s not clear whether this is the only type of user fee permitted, but that doesn’t appear to be the intent. Given the need to broaden sources of conservation funding, this committee should consider urging states to think creatively about other sources.

Conclusion

Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony on RAWA and the importance of aligning policies to incentivize species conservation. Congress has the opportunity to conserve our nation’s wildlife by advancing conservation approaches that respect property rights, promote local decision-making, and expand funding opportunities. I look forward to the discussion and answering any questions.